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If you don't know anything about programming in general,
writing code, writing scripts, or have no idea where to even
begin, then this book is perfect for you. If you want to make
games and need to learn how to write C# scripts or code,
then this book is ideal for youUnity has become one of the
most popular game engines for developers, from the amateur
hobbyist to the professional working in a large studio. Unity
used to be considered a 3D tool, but with the release of Unity
4.3, it now has dedicated 2D tools. This will expand Unity's
use even more.Developers love its object-oriented drag-anddrop user interface which makes creating a game or
interactive product so easy. Despite the visual ease of
working in Unity, there is a need to understand some basic
programming to be able to write scripts for GameObjects. For
game developers that have any programming knowledge,
learning how to write scripts is quite easy. For the the artist
coming to Unity, creating the visual aspects of a game is a
breeze, but writing scripts may appear to be a giant
roadblock.This book is for those with no concept of
programming. I introduce the building blocks, that is, basic
concepts of programming using everyday examples you are
familiar with. Also, my approach to teaching is not what you
will find in the typical programming book. In the end, you will
learn the basics of C#, but I will spoon-feed you the details as
they are needed.I will take you through the steps needed to
create a simple game, with the focus not being the game
itself but on how the many separate sections of code come
together to make a working game. I will also introduce the
concept of a State Machine to organize code into simple,
game controlling blocks. At the end, you will be saying "Wow!
I can't believe how easy that was!"
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Design and build cutting-edge video games with help from
video game expert Scott Rogers! If you want to design and
build cutting-edge video games but aren’t sure where to
start, then this is the book for you. Written by leading video
game expert Scott Rogers, who has designed the hits Pac
Man World, Maxim vs. Army of Zin, and SpongeBob
Squarepants, this book is full of Rogers's wit and imaginative
style that demonstrates everything you need to know about
designing great video games. Features an approachable
writing style that considers game designers from all levels of
expertise and experience Covers the entire video game
creation process, including developing marketable ideas,
understanding what gamers want, working with player
actions, and more Offers techniques for creating non-human
characters and using the camera as a character Shares
helpful insight on the business of design and how to create
design documents So, put your game face on and start
creating memorable, creative, and unique video games with
this book!
The second edition of Game Anim expands upon the first
edition with an all-new chapter on 2D and Pixel Art Animation,
an enhanced mocap chapter covering the latest
developments in Motion Matching, and even more interviews
with top professionals in the field. Combined with everything
in the first edition, this updated edition provides the reader
with an even more comprehensive understanding of all areas
of video game animation – from small indie projects to the
latest AAA blockbusters. Key Features • New 2nd Edition
Content: An all-new chapter on 2D and Pixel Art Animation,
Motion Matching, and more • 20 Years of Insight:
Accumulated knowledge from 2 decades of experience in all
areas of game animation. • The 5 Fundamentals:
Reinterprets the classic 12 animation principles and sets out
5 new fundamentals for great game animation. • Full
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Production Cycle: Walks through every stage of a game
production from the animator’s perspective. • Animator
Interviews: Notable game animators offer behind-the-scenes
stories, tips, and advice. • Free Animation Rig: Free "AZRI"
maya rig, tutorials and other resources on the accompanying
website: www.gameanim.com/book About The Author
Jonathan Cooper is an award-winning video game animator
who has brought virtual characters to life professionally since
2000, leading teams on large projects such as the Assassin’s
Creed and Mass Effect series, with a focus on memorable
stories and characters and cutting-edge video game
animation. He has since focused on interactive cinematics in
the latest chapters of the DICE and Annie award-winning
series Uncharted and The Last of Us. Jonathan has
presented at the Game Developers Conference (GDC) in San
Francisco and at other conferences across Canada and the
United Kingdom. He holds a Bachelor of Design honors
degree in animation.
Rust is an exciting new programming language combining the
power of C with memory safety, fearless concurrency, and
productivity boosters - and what better way to learn than by
making games. Each chapter in this book presents hands-on,
practical projects ranging from "Hello, World" to building a full
dungeon crawler game. With this book, you'll learn game
development skills applicable to other engines, including
Unity and Unreal. Rust is an exciting programming language
combining the power of C with memory safety, fearless
concurrency, and productivity boosters. With Rust, you have
a shiny new playground where your game ideas can flourish.
Each chapter in this book presents hands-on, practical
projects that take you on a journey from "Hello, World" to
building a full dungeon crawler game. Start by setting up Rust
and getting comfortable with your development environment.
Learn the language basics with practical examples as you
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make your own version of Flappy Bird. Discover what it takes
to randomly generate dungeons and populate them with
monsters as you build a complete dungeon crawl game. Run
game systems concurrently for high-performance and fast
game-play, while retaining the ability to debug your program.
Unleash your creativity with magical items, tougher monsters,
and intricate dungeon design. Add layered graphics and
polish your game with style. What You Need: A computer
running Windows 10, Linux, or Mac OS X. A text editor, such
as Visual Studio Code. A video card and drivers capable of
running OpenGL 3.2.
A full-color digital art book containing concept art and
commentary from the development of DOOM Eternal, the
next entry in the iconic first-person shooter series. The
newest chapter in the quintessential game franchise from id
Software is here. Witness DOOM Eternal! This epic volume
explores the art and development of the hotly anticipated
sequel to the 2016 Game Award-winner for Best Action
Game! Explore the twisted demonic invasion of Earth, the
cultist UAC facilities, and plunge into otherworldly and
unknown locations new to the DOOM universe. Admire the
dangerous glimmering edges of the Slayer's arsenal and
armor. Examine the ancient designs and breeds of Hell's
soldiers and lords--all in gloriously designed full color images
straight from the files of the game's artists themselves! Dark
Horse Books and id Software join forces to present The Art of
DOOM Eternal, encompassing every detail you've come to
love from DOOM!
Pixel Art for Game DevelopersA K Peters/CRC Press
Game programming offers a wealth of creative and business
opportunities, and it’s never been more accessible. In Core
HTML5 2D Game Programming, best-selling author David
Geary shows you how to use freely available browser tools
and open source resources to create video games that run in
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desktop browsers and on mobile devices. Geary walks you
step by step through every aspect of implementing a
sophisticated arcade-style game entirely from scratch, without
using proprietary game frameworks. Packed with code, this
full-color tutorial gives you the in-depth understanding you
need to design and build any kind of HTML5 2D game on
your own, whether you use a framework or not. A clearly
written, accessible, and exhaustive guide to implementing
games, this book leaves no stone unturned, showing you how
to Create smooth, flicker-free animations Implement motion
that’s unaffected by your game’s underlying animation frame
rate Animate sprites (graphical objects) to make them
sparkle, explode, etc. Layer multi-channel sound effects on
top of a soundtrack Warp time to create nonlinear effects,
such as jumping or bouncing Control the flow of time through
your game with a time system Implement particle systems
that simulate natural phenomena Efficiently detect collisions
between sprites Create a developer backdoor containing
special features Use Node.js and socket.io to transfer realtime metrics to a server Employ a heads-up display to show
high scores stored on a server Understand the nuances of
implementing HTML5 games for mobile devices Through
expertly written code that’s easy to understand, and prose
that cuts to the chase, Geary illuminates every corner of
game development. Everyone from novice game
programmers to professional game developers will find this
book invaluable as both a tutorial and a reference. All of the
book’s source code, including chapter-specific versions of
the game discussed in the book, are available at
corehtml5games.com.
This book teaches beginners and aspiring game developers
how to develop 2D games with Unity. Thousands of
commercial games have been built with Unity. The reader will
learn the complete process of 2D game development, step by
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step. The theory behind each step is fully explained. This
book contains numerous color illustrations and access to all
source code and companion videos. Key Features: Fully
detailed game projects from scratch. Beginners can do the
steps and create games right away. No coding experience is
necessary. Numerous examples take a raw beginner toward
professional coding proficiency in C# and Unity. Includes a
thorough introduction to Unity 2020, including 2D game
development, prefabs, cameras, animation, character
controllers, lighting, and sound. Includes a step-by-step
introduction to Unity 2019.3. Extensive coverage of GIMP,
Audacity, and MuseScore for the creation of 2D graphics,
sound effects, and music. All required software is free to use
for any purpose including commercial applications and
games. Franz Lanzinger is the owner and chief game
developer of Lanzinger Studio, an independent game
development and music studio in Sunnyvale, California. He
started his career in game programming in 1982 at Atari
Games, Inc., where he designed and programmed the classic
arcade game Crystal Castles. In 1989, he joined Tengen,
where he was a programmer and designer for Ms. Pac-Man
and Toobin' on the NES. He co-founded Bitmasters, where he
designed and coded games including Rampart and
Championship Pool for the NES and SNES, and NCAA Final
Four Basketball for the SNES and Sega Genesis. In 1996, he
founded Actual Entertainment, publisher and developer of the
Gubble video game series. He has a B.Sc. in mathematics
from the University of Notre Dame and attended graduate
school in mathematics at the University of California at
Berkeley. He is a former world record holder on Centipede
and Burgertime. He is a professional author, game developer,
accompanist, and piano teacher. He is currently working on
remaking the original Gubble game in Unity and Blender.
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This book will show you how to use Python to create
graphic objects for technical illustrations and data
visualization. Often, the function you need to produce the
image you want cannot be found in a standard Python
library. Knowing how to create your own graphics will
free you from the chore of looking for a function that may
not exist or be difficult to use. This book will give you the
tools to eliminate that process and create and customize
your own graphics to satisfy your own unique
requirements. Using basic geometry and trigonometry,
you will learn how to create math models of 2D and 3D
shapes. Using Python, you will then learn how to project
these objects onto the screen of your monitor, translate
and rotate them in 2D and 3D, remove hidden lines, add
shading, view in perspective, view intersections between
surfaces, and display shadows cast from one object onto
another. /div You will also learn how to visualize and
analyze 2D and 3D data sets, fit lines, splines and
functions. The final chapter includes demonstrations
from quantum mechanics, astronomy and climate
science. Includes Python programs written in a clear and
open style with detailed explanation of the code. What
You Will Learn How to create math and Python models
of 2D and 3D shapes. How to rotate, view in perspective,
shade, remove hidden lines, display projected shadows,
and more. How to analyze and display data sets as
curves and surfaces, fit lines and functions. Who This
Book Is ForPython developers, scientists, engineers, and
students using Python to produce technical illustrations,
display and analyze data sets. Assumes familiarity with
vectors, matrices, geometry and trigonometry.
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2D games are hugely popular across a wide range of
platforms and the ideal place to start if you’re new to
game development. With Learn 2D Game Development
with C#, you'll learn your way around the universal
building blocks of game development, and how to put
them together to create a real working game. C# is
increasingly becoming the language of choice for new
game developers. Productive and easier to learn than
C++, C# lets you get your games working quickly and
safely without worrying about tricky low-level details like
memory management. This book uses MonoGame, an
open source framework that's powerful, free to use and
easy to handle, to further reduce low-level details,
meaning you can concentrate on the most interesting
and universal aspects of a game development: frame,
camera, objects and particles, sprites, and the logic and
simple physics that determines how they interact. In
each chapter, you'll explore one of these key elements of
game development in the context of a working game,
learn how to implement the example for yourself, and
integrate it into your own game library. At the end of the
book, you’ll put everything you’ve learned together to
build your first full working game! And what’s more,
MonoGame is designed for maximum cross-platform
support, so once you’ve mastered the fundamentals in
this book, you’ll be ready to explore and publish games
on a wide range of platforms including Windows 8, MAC
OSX, Windows Phone, iOS, Android, and Playstation
Mobile. Whether you're starting a new hobby or
considering a career in game development, Learn 2D
Game Development with C# is the ideal place to start.
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COVER NOT FINAL The official behind-the-scenes art
book for Sony Pictures Animation’s feature film The
Mitchells vs. The Machines The Mitchells vs. The
Machines is a comedy about an everyday family's
struggle to relate while technology rises up around the
world! When Katie Mitchell, a creative outsider, is
accepted into the film school of her dreams, her plans to
meet “her people” at college are upended when her
nature-loving dad Rick determines the whole family
should drive Katie to school together and bond as a
family one last time. Katie and Rick are joined by the rest
of the family, including Katie’s wildly positive mom
Linda, her quirky little brother Aaron, and the family’s
delightfully chubby pug Monchi for the ultimate family
road trip. Suddenly, the Mitchells’ plans are interrupted
by a tech uprising: All around the world, the electronic
devices people love—from phones to appliances to an
innovative new line of personal robots—decide it’s time to
take over. With the help of two friendly malfunctioning
robots, the Mitchells will have to get past their problems
and work together to save each other and the world! The
Art of The Mitchells vs. The Machines gives insight into
how the filmmakers were able to bring this fresh, new
vision to the screen through concept art, sketches, and
early character designs, accompanied by exclusive
commentary from director/co-writer Michael Rianda and
co-director/co-writer Jeff Rowe, alumni of the team
behind Emmy Award–winning Gravity Falls, and
producers Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, the
innovative and creative minds behind The Lego Movie
and the Academy Award–winning Spider-Man: Into the
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Spider-Verse.
Provides step-by-step instructions on creating digital 2D
and 3D portraits and figures.
Build Your Own 2D Game Engine and Create Great Web
Games teaches you how to develop your own webbased game engine step-by-step, allowing you to create
a wide variety of online videogames that can be played
in common web browsers. Chapters include examples
and projects that gradually increase in complexity while
introducing a ground-up design framework, providing you
with the foundational concepts needed to build fun and
engaging 2D games. By the end of this book you will
have created a complete prototype level for a side
scrolling action platform game and will be prepared to
begin designing additional levels and games of your
own. This book isolates and presents relevant
knowledge from software engineering, computer
graphics, mathematics, physics, game development,
game mechanics, and level design in the context of
building a 2D game engine from scratch. The book then
derives and analyzes the source code needed to
implement thes e concepts based on HTML5,
JavaScript, and WebGL. After completing the projects
you will understand the core-concepts and
implementation details of a typical 2D game engine and
you will be familiar with a design and prototyping
methodology you can use to create game levels and
mechanics that are fun and engaging for players. You
will gain insights into the many ways software design and
creative design must work together to deliver the best
game experiences, and you will have access to a
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versatile 2D game engine that you can expand upon or
utilize directly to build your own 2D games that can be
played online from anywhere. • Assists the reader in
understanding the core-concepts behind a 2D game
engine • Guides the reader in building a functional game
engine based on these concepts • Lead s the reader in
exploring the interplay between technical design and
game experience design • Teaches the reader how to
build their own 2D games that can be played across
internet via popular browsers
The growth of videogame design programs in higher
education and explosion of amateur game development
has created a need for a deeper understanding of game
history that addresses not only "when," but "how" and
"why." Andrew Williams takes the first step in creating a
comprehensive survey on the history of digital games as
commercial products and artistic forms in a textbook
appropriate for university instruction. History of Digital
Games adopts a unique approach and scope that traces
the interrelated concepts of game design, art and design
of input devices from the beginnings of coin-operated
amusement in the late 1800s to the independent games
of unconventional creators in the present. Rooted in the
concept of videogames as designed objects, Williams
investigates the sources that inspired specific game
developers as well as establishing the historical, cultural,
economic and technological contexts that helped shape
larger design trends. Key Features Full-color images and
game screenshots Focuses primarily on three
interrelated digital game elements: visual design,
gameplay design and the design of input devices This
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book is able to discuss design trends common to arcade
games, home console games and computer games while
also respecting the distinctions of each game context
Includes discussion of game hardware as it relates to
how it affects game design Links to online resources
featuring games discussed in the text, video tutorial and
other interactive resources will be included.
Designed to give you enough familiarity in a
programming language to be immediately productive,
Learning C# Programming with Unity 3D provides the
basics of programming and brings you quickly up to
speed. Organized into easy-to-follow lessons, the book
covers how C# is used to make a game in Unity3D. After
reading this book, you will be armed with the knowledge
required to feel confident in learning more. You’ll have
what it takes to at least look at code without your head
spinning. Writing a massive multiplayer online roleplaying game is quite hard, of course, but learning how
to write a simple behavior isn’t. Like drawing, you start
off with the basics such as spheres and cubes. After
plenty of practice, you’ll be able to create a real work of
art. This applies to writing code—you start off with basic
calculations, then move on to the logic that drives a
complex game. By the end of this book, you will have the
skills to be a capable programmer, or at least know what
is involved with how to read and write code. Although
you could go online and find videos and tutorials, there is
a distinct advantage when it comes to learning things in
order and in one place. Most online tutorials for C# are
scattered, disordered, and incohesive. It’s difficult to find
a good starting point, and even more difficult to find a
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continuous list of tutorials to bring you to any clear
understanding of the C# programming language. This
book not only gives you a strong foundation, but puts you
on the path to game development.
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the keys
to making top-quality videogames. Good game design
happens when you view your game from many different
perspectives, or lenses. While touring through the
unusual territory that is game design, this book gives the
reader one hundred of these lenses - one hundred sets
of insightful questions to ask yourself that will help make
your game better. These lenses are gathered from fields
as diverse as psychology, architecture, music, visual
design, film, software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and anthropology.
Anyone who reads this book will be inspired to become a
better game designer - and will understand how to do it.

The Art of Splatoon contains 320 inkredible pages of
artwork, including 2D and 3D illustrations of your
favorite characters, maps, concept art, weapon and
gear design, storyboards, sketches, hand-drawn
comics . . . and that's only an inkling of what's inside.
We're not squidding around: this is a must have for
all fans of Splatoon! Character illustrations! Concept
art! Behind the scenes notes! All the content that
splatters most!
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Provides information on designing and building 2D
game engines using DirectX in the C++
programming language.
Good game design happens when you view your
game from as many perspectives as possible.
Written by one of the world's top game designers,
The Art of Game Design presents 100+ sets of
questions, or different lenses, for viewing a game’s
design, encompassing diverse fields such as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, puzzle design, and anthropology. This
Second Edition of a Game Developer Front Line
Award winner: Describes the deepest and most
fundamental principles of game design
Demonstrates how tactics used in board, card, and
athletic games also work in top-quality video games
Contains valuable insight from Jesse Schell, the
former chair of the International Game Developers
Association and award-winning designer of Disney
online games The Art of Game Design, Second
Edition gives readers useful perspectives on how to
make better game designs faster. It provides
practical instruction on creating world-class games
that will be played again and again.
Presents over 100 sets of questions, or different
lenses, for viewing a game’s design. Written by one
of the world's top game designers, this book
describes the deepest and most fundamental
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principles of game design, demonstrating how tactics
used in board, card, and athletic games also work in
video games. It provides practical instruction on
creating world-class games that will be played again
and again. New to this edition: many great examples
from new VR and AR platforms as well as examples
from modern games such as Uncharted 4 and The
Last of Us, Free to Play games, hybrid games,
transformational games, and more.
The biggest challenge facing many game
programmers is completing their game. Most game
projects fizzle out, overwhelmed by the complexity of
their own code. Game Programming Patterns tackles
that exact problem. Based on years of experience in
shipped AAA titles, this book collects proven
patterns to untangle and optimize your game,
organized as independent recipes so you can pick
just the patterns you need. You will learn how to
write a robust game loop, how to organize your
entities using components, and take advantage of
the CPUs cache to improve your performance. You'll
dive deep into how scripting engines encode
behavior, how quadtrees and other spatial partitions
optimize your engine, and how other classic design
patterns can be used in games.
Learn to build a fully-functional 2D game inspired by
the 1979 Atari classic, Asteroids, using just HTML5,
CSS and JavaScript. Developing games has never
been easier than it is now. New web technology
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allows even beginner developers to turn their hand
to game development. Developed from an
undergraduate course module, Introducing
JavaScript Game Development teaches each new
technology as it is introduced so can be followed by
enthusiastic beginners as well as intermediate
coders. You will learn how to work with HTML5 and
the canvas element, how to understand paths, how
to draw to a design and create your spaceship and
asteroids. You’ll then move on to animating your
game, and finally building. You will work step-by-step
through the game design process, starting with only
what is necessary to complete each step, and
refactoring the code as necessary along the way,
reflecting the natural progression that code follows in
the real world. Each chapter is designed to take your
code base to the next level and to add to your skills.
After completing the examples in this book you will
have the tools necessary to build your own, highquality games. Make the process of creating objectoriented 2D games more fun and more productive
and get started on your game development journey.
Master everything you need to build a 2D game
using Unity 5 by developing a complete RPG game
framework! About This Book Explore the new
features of Unity 5 and recognize obsolete code and
elements. Develop and build a complete 2D retro
RPG with a conversation system, inventory, random
map battles, full game menus, and sound. This book
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demonstrates how to use the new Unity UI system
effectively through detailed C# scripts with full
explanations. Who This Book Is For This book is for
anyone looking to get started developing 2D games
with Unity 5. If you're already accomplished in Unity
2D and wish to expand or supplement your current
Unity knowledge, or are working in 2D in Unity 4 and
looking to upgrade Unity 5, this book is for you. A
basic understanding of programming logic is needed
to begin learning with this book, but intermediate and
advanced programming topic are explained
thoroughly so that coders of any level can follow
along. Previous programming experience in C# is
not required. What You Will Learn Create a 2D game
in Unity 5 by developing a complete retro 2D RPG
framework. Effectively manipulate and utilize 2D
sprites. Create 2D sprite animations and trigger them
effectively with code. Write beginning to advancedlevel C# code using MonoDevelop. Implement the
new UI system effectively and beautifully. Use state
machines to trigger events within your game. In
Detail The Unity engine has revolutionized the
gaming industry, by making it easier than ever for
indie game developers to create quality games on a
budget. Hobbyists and students can use this
powerful engine to build 2D and 3D games, to play,
distribute, and even sell for free! This book will help
you master the 2D features available in Unity 5, by
walking you through the development of a 2D RPG
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framework. With fully explained and detailed C#
scripts, this book will show you how to create and
program animations, a NPC conversation system, an
inventory system, random RPG map battles, and full
game menus. After your core game is complete,
you'll learn how to add finishing touches like sound
and music, monetization strategies, and splash
screens. You'll then be guided through the process
of publishing and sharing your game on multiple
platforms. After completing this book, you will have
the necessary knowledge to develop, build, and
deploy 2D games of any genre! Style and approach
This book takes a step-by-step practical tutorial style
approach. The steps are accompanied by examples,
and all the intermediate steps will be clearly
explained. The focus of this book will obviously be
on the advanced topics so that the game looks and
performs efficiently.
Do you love video games? Ever wondered if you
could create one of your own, with all the bells and
whistles? It's not as complicated as you'd think, and
you don't need to be a math whiz or a programming
genius to do it. In fact, everything you need to create
your first game, "Invasion of the Slugwroths," is
included in this book and CD-ROM. Author David
Conger starts at square one, introducing the tools of
the trade and all the basic concepts for getting
started programming with C++, the language that
powers most current commercial games. Plus, he's
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put a wealth of top-notch (and free) tools on the CDROM, including the Dev-C++ compiler, linker, and
debugger--and his own LlamaWorks2D game
engine. Step-by-step instructions and ample
illustrations take you through game program
structure, integrating sound and music into games,
floating-point math, C++ arrays, and much more.
Using the sample programs and the source code to
run them, you can follow along as you learn. Bio:
David Conger has been programming professionally
for over 23 years. Along with countless custom
business applications, he has written several PC and
online games. Conger also worked on graphics
firmware for military aircraft, and taught computer
science at the university level for four years. Conger
has written numerous books on C, C++, and other
computer-related topics. He lives in western
Washington State and has also published a
collection of Indian folk tales.
Practical ideas and examples on how proficiency in 3D
tools can open up futuristic, agile and fun finishes for
projects.
Summary Manning's bestselling and highly
recommended Unity book has been fully revised! Unity in
Action, Second Edition teaches you to write and deploy
games with the Unity game development platform. You'll
master the Unity toolset from the ground up, adding the
skills you need to go from application coder to game
developer. Foreword by Jesse Schell, author of The Art
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of Game Design Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the Technology Build your
next game without sweating the low-level details. The
Unity game development platform handles the heavy
lifting, so you can focus on game play, graphics, and
user experience. With support for C# programming, a
huge ecosystem of production-quality prebuilt assets,
and a strong dev community, Unity can get your next
great game idea off the drawing board and onto the
screen! About the Book Unity in Action, Second Edition
teaches you to write and deploy games with Unity. As
you explore the many interesting examples, you'll get
hands-on practice with Unity's intuitive workflow tools
and state-of-the-art rendering engine. This practical
guide exposes every aspect of the game dev process,
from the initial groundwork to creating custom AI scripts
and building easy-to-read UIs. And because you asked
for it, this totally revised Second Edition includes a new
chapter on building 2D platformers with Unity's expanded
2D toolkit. What's Inside Revised for new best practices,
updates, and more! 2D and 3D games Characters that
run, jump, and bump into things Connect your games to
the internet About the Reader You need to know C# or a
similar language. No game development knowledge is
assumed. About the Author Joe Hocking is a software
engineer and Unity expert specializing in interactive
media development. Table of Contents PART 1 - First
steps Getting to know Unity Building a demo that puts
you in 3D space Adding enemies and projectiles to the
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Getting comfortable Building a Memory game using
Unity's 2D functionality Creating a basic 2D Platformer
Putting a GUI onto a game Creating a third-person 3D
game: player movement and animation Adding
interactive devices and items within the game PART 3 Strong finish Connecting your game to the internet
Playing audio: sound effects and music Putting the parts
together into a complete game Deploying your game to
players' devices
The success of Angry Birds, Peggle, and Fruit Ninja has
proven that fun and immersive game experiences can be
created in two dimensions. Furthermore, 2D graphics
enable developers to quickly prototype ideas and
mechanics using fewer resources than 3D.2D Graphics
Programming for Games provides an in-depth single
source on creating 2D graphics that c
If you have C# knowledge but now want to become truly
confident in creating fully functional 2D RPG games with
Unity, then this book will show you everything you need
to know.
Follow a walkthrough of the Unity Engine and learn
important 2D-centric lessons in scripting, working with
image assets, animations, cameras, collision detection,
and state management. In addition to the fundamentals,
you'll learn best practices, helpful game-architectural
patterns, and how to customize Unity to suit your needs,
all in the context of building a working 2D game. While
many books focus on 3D game creation with Unity, the
easiest market for an independent developer to thrive in
is 2D games. 2D games are generally cheaper to
produce, more feasible for small teams, and more likely
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to be completed. If you live and breathe games and want
to create them then 2D games are a great place to start.
By focusing exclusively on 2D games and Unity’s everexpanding 2D workflow, this book gives aspiring
independent game developers the tools they need to
thrive. Various real-world examples of independent
games are used to teach fundamental concepts of
developing 2D games in Unity, using the very latest tools
in Unity’s updated 2D workflow. New all-digital channels
for distribution, such as Nintendo eShop, XBox Live
Marketplace, the Playstation Store, the App Store,
Google Play, itch.io, Steam, and GOG.com have made it
easier than ever to discover, buy, and sell games. The
golden age of independent gaming is upon us, and there
has never been a better time to get creative, roll up your
sleeves, and build that game you’ve always dreamed
about. Developing 2D Games with Unity can show you
the way. What You'll Learn Delve deeply into useful 2D
topics, such as sprites, tile slicing, and the brand new
Tilemap feature. Build a working 2D RPG-style game as
you learn. Construct a flexible and extensible game
architecture using Unity-specific tools like Scriptable
Objects, Cinemachine, and Prefabs. Take advantage of
the streamlined 2D workflow provided by the Unity
environment. Deploy games to desktop Who This Book
Is For Hobbyists with some knowledge of programming,
as well as seasoned programmers interested in learning
to make games independent of a major studio.
Provides lessons and tutorials covering the essentials of
building and compositing 3D elements in 2D work.
Develop quality game components and solve common
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gameplay problems with various game design patterns
Key Features Become proficient at traditional 2D and 3D
game development Build amazing interactive interfaces
with Unity's UI system Develop professional games with
realistic animation and graphics, materials and cameras,
and AI with Unity 2018 Book Description With the help of
the Unity 2018 Cookbook, you’ll discover how to make
the most of the UI system and understand how to
animate both 2D and 3D characters and game scene
objects using Unity's Mecanim animation toolsets. Once
you’ve got to grips with the basics, you will familiarize
yourself with shaders and Shader Graphs, followed by
understanding the animation features to enhance your
skills in building fantastic games. In addition to this, you
will discover AI and navigation techniques for nonplayer
character control and later explore Unity 2018’s newly
added features to improve your 2D and 3D game
development skills. This book provides many Unity C#
gameplay scripting techniques. By the end of this book,
you'll have gained comprehensive knowledge in game
development with Unity 2018. What you will learn Get
creative with Unity’s shaders and learn to build your own
shaders with the new Shader Graph tool Create a text
and image character dialog with the free Fungus Unity
plugin Explore new features integrated into Unity 2018,
including TextMesh Pro and ProBuilder Master Unity
audio, including ducking, reverbing, and matching pitch
to animation speeds Work with the new Cinemachine
and timeline to intelligently control camera movements
Improve ambiance through the use of lights and effects,
including reflection and light probes Create stylish user
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interfaces with the UI system, including power bars and
clock displays Who this book is for Unity 2018 Cookbook
is for you if you want to explore a wide range of Unity
scripting and multimedia features and find ready-to-use
solutions for many game features. This book also helps
programmers explore multimedia features. It is assumed
that you already know basics of Unity and have some
programming knowledge of C#.
Offers step-by-step instructions to build objects,
environments, and characters.

Get transported back to the golden age of 1930s
animation with an art book celebrating the acclaimed
run & gun game, Cuphead! Each page of this
curated collection of artwork is designed to capture
the vintage look and feel of the 1930's. Take a
gander at the game's traditional hand-drawn frameby-frame animation. Peek at the early concepts,
production work, and early ideas that went into the
making of Cuphead's characters, bosses, stages and
more including never-before-seen content from the
upcoming DLC! Relive the most cherished and
challenging moments of Cuphead and Mugman's
adventure to reclaim their souls from The Devil, all in
a way you've never seen before! Guided by personal
insights from game directors Chad and Jared
Moldenhauer, take a one-of-a-kind trip through the
Inkwell Isles and discover an all-new appreciation for
Cuphead's animation style and challenging retro
gameplay. Dark Horse Books and Studio MDHR are
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thrilled to present The Art of Cuphead! This vintagestyle art extravaganza is the perfect book for fans of
Cuphead!
"This book supports my own 30-year crusade to
demonstrate that games are an art form that
undeniably rivals traditional arts. It gives detailed
explanations of game art techniques and their
importance, while also highlighting their dependence
on artistic aspects of game design and
programming.” — John Romero, co-founder of id
Software and CEO of Loot Drop, Inc. "Solarski’s
methodology here is to show us the artistic
techniques that every artist should know, and then
he transposes them to the realm of video games to
show how they should be used to create a far more
artful gaming experience ... if I were an artist
planning to do video game work, I’d have a copy of
this on my shelf." — Marc Mason, Comics Waiting
Room Video games are not a revolution in art
history, but an evolution. Whether the medium is
paper or canvas—or a computer screen—the artist’s
challenge is to make something without depth seem
like a window into a living, breathing world. Video
game art is no different. Drawing Basics and Video
Game Art is first to examine the connections
between classical art and video games, enabling
developers to create more expressive and varied
emotional experiences in games. Artist game
designer Chris Solarski gives readers a
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comprehensive introduction to basic and advanced
drawing and design skills—light, value, color,
anatomy, concept development—as well as detailed
instruction for using these methods to design
complex characters, worlds, and gameplay
experiences. Artwork by the likes of Michelangelo,
Titian, and Rubens are studied alongside AAA
games like BioShock, Journey, the Mario series, and
Portal 2, to demonstrate perpetual theories of depth,
composition, movement, artistic anatomy, and
expression. Although Drawing Basics and Video
Game Art is primarily a practical reference for artists
and designers working in the video games industry,
it’s equally accessible for those interested to learn
about gaming’s future, and potential as an artistic
medium. Also available as an eBook
A First Course in Game Programming Most of
today’s commercial games are written in C++ and
are created using a game engine. Addressing both
of these key elements, Programming 2D Games
provides a complete, up-to-date introduction to game
programming. All of the code in the book was
carefully crafted using C++. As game programming
techniques are introduced, students learn how to
incorporate them into their own game engine and
discover how to use the game engine to create a
complete game. Enables Students to Create 2D
Games The text covers sprites, animation, collision
detection, sound, text display, game dashboards,
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special graphic effects, tiled games, and network
programming. It systematically explains how to
program DirectX applications and emphasizes
proper software engineering techniques. Every topic
is explained theoretically and with working code
examples. The example programs for each chapter
are available at www.programming2dgames.com.
Get started with 2D Games and Unity without the
headaches Without my book, most people spend too
long trying to create 2D games and learn C# with
Unity the hard way. This book is the only one that
will get you to learn Unity fast without wasting so
much time. It includes 15 chapters that painlessly
teach you the necessary skills to master C# with
Unity and to create 2D interactive games. What you
will learn After completing this book, you will be able
to: - Code in C#. - Understand and apply C#
concepts. - Create 2D games. - Create a wide range
of 2D games including a 2D platformer, a shooter, a
word-guessing game, a memory game, a card game,
and a puzzle. - Create and use C# variables and
methods for your game. - Include intelligent NPCs
that chase the player. - Manage collisions, key
inputs, and colliders. - Create an update a user
interface. - Load new scenes from the code, based
on events in your games. Content and structure of
this book The content of each chapter is as follows: Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 will show you how to
create a platformer game with most of the features
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that you usually find in this genre. - Chapters 6, 7, 8,
9, and 10 will show you how to create a shooter
game with a moving space ship controlled by the
player, a scrolling background, missiles, moving
asteroids, and much more. - Chapter 11 will show
you how to create a word guessing game where the
player needs to guess a word, picked at random. Chapter 12 will show you how to create a memory
game based on the famous “Simon Game”. Chapter 13 will show you how to create a cardguessing game where the player needs to memorize
the location of cards on a board and to also match
identical cards in order to win. - Chapter 14 will show
you how to create a puzzle where the player has to
move and combine puzzle pieces to complete the
puzzle. If you want to start coding in C# and create
your own 2D games with Unity using a tried-andtested method: download this book now
From a steamy jungle to a modern city, or even a scifi space station, 3D Game Environments is the
ultimate resource to help you create AAA quality art
for a variety of game worlds. Primarily using
Photoshop and 3ds Max, students will learn to create
realistic textures from photo source and a variety of
techniques to portray dynamic and believable game
worlds. With detailed tutorials on creating 3D
models, applying 2D art to 3D models, and clear
concise advice on issues of efficiency and
optimization for a 3D game engine, Luke Ahearn
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gives you everything students need to make their
own realistic game environments.
Is the art for your video game taking too long to
create? Learning to create Pixel Art may be the
answer to your development troubles. Uncover the
secrets to creating stunning graphics with Pixel Art
for Game Developers. The premier how-to book on
Pixel Art and Pixel Art software, it focuses on the
universal principles of the craft. The book provides
an introduction to Pixel Art, its utility, foundational
elements, and concepts such as light and shadow. It
offers tutorials on creating animations and serves as
a functional guide for the most common
methodology in 2D game development. Gamers love
the retro feel of Pixel Art, and lucky for you it is easy
to create. You'll love the tiny file sizes that will
reduce compile times and help your game run faster.
Providing you with the skills to create the characters
and environments needed for 2D games, this book
will help you: Create tilesets to build game
environments Understand light and shadow Work
efficiently with pixels Use atmospheric and linear
perspective Create professional-quality Pixel Art This
book has chapters dedicated to theory as well as
step-by-step tutorials, both of which describe the
process explicitly. Whether you are an artist,
programmer, indie developer, or certified public
accountant, after reading this book, you'll understand
the steps necessary to create production-quality
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Pixel Art graphics. Praise for the Book: Pixel Art and
Pixel Art games are very popular and the technique
is a great way for independent creators to create
very good-looking games with limited resources. It’s
frankly shocking that there hasn’t been a resource
like this before ... a very timely book. —Chris Totten,
George Mason University, Washington, DC, USA
Learn How to Make 2D Games for iOS, tvOS,
watchOS and macOS! Learn how to make games for
all the major Apple platforms in Swift, using Apple's
built-in 2D game framework: Sprite Kit. Through a
series of mini-games and challenges, you will go
from beginner to advanced and learn everything you
need to make your own game! By the time you're
finished reading this book, you will have made 6
complete mini-games, from an action game to a
puzzle game to a tower defense game! Topics
Covered in 2D Apple Games by Tutorials Sprites:
Get started quickly and get your images onto your
screen. Manual Movement: Move sprites manually
with a crash course on 2D math. Actions: Learn how
to move sprites the "easy way" using SpriteKit
actions. Scenes and Transitions: Make multiple
screens in your app and move between them.
Camera: Use Sprite Kit's built-in camera to control
your view. Labels: Learn how to display text for lives,
scores and more in your game. Physics: Add
realistic physics behavior into your games. Beyond
Sprites: Add video nodes, core image filters, and
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custom shapes. Particle Systems: Add explosions,
star fields, and other special effects. Adding "Juice"
Take your game from good to great by polishing it
until it shines. Online Gaming: Add multiplayer
features to your game with Apple's Game Center.
Tile Maps: Make games that use tile maps with
obstacles, power-ups, and more. tvOS: Learn how to
port your game to the Apple TV and work with the
remote. watchOS: Take advantage of the unique
features of the Apple Watch. macOS: Learn how to
bring 2D gaming to the desktop. And much more,
including a bonus chapter on creating your own 2D
game art!
A fun, easytofollow experience that takes you from
an empty project in Unity 4.3+ all the way to a
finished, functional 2D platformer, while giving you
challenges and ideas to take what you learn in this
book and expand upon it.This book is ideal for
anyone who wants to learn how to build 2D video
games or who just wants to expand their knowledge
of the Unity game engine. It would be helpful to know
how to navigate your way around Unity and some
basic C# before getting started with this book;
however, if you don't, no worries – we will point you
in the right direction!
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